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Legend

Martial Arts - Ebon Shadow Style

Nothing But Shadows
Core, p. 441

When going into stealth in combat, apply a penalty
to opposed rolls with enemies that have a lower

Initiative. Can also play dead on being hit with a decisive
attack, faking death. Mastery applies, refer book.

Ebon Shadow Form
Core, p. 441/442

Increase base-reset after making a decisive attack. Enemies
loosing track of the character when she is going into

Stealth loose Initiative. Increase Defense.
If killed in Ebon Shadow Form, evaporate into smoke.

Umbra Noose Execution
Core, p. 443

Turn an enemy‘s shadow into a razor-sharp noose,
empowering a decisive attack massively.

Mastery: If surviving, the next 5 motes spent by the
enemy are funneled away to the Ebon Shadow Stylist.

Shadow-Body Dissolution
Core, p. 442/443

Subtract damage from decisive attacks targetting the Solar.
If no damage is taken, make a reflexive stealth attempt. 

Terrestrial:  Subtract damage according to a dice roll
instead of a flat number.

Elusive Flicker Evasion
Core, p. 442

Force an enemy to make two attack rolls for a decisive
attack and take the lower result.

Terrestrial: Once per scene, resettable.
Mastery: Force enemy to loose Initiative on a miss.
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Seven Points of Weakness Strike
Core, p. 441

Subtract Stealth Ability from armored soak. Unexpected
attacks double that reduction.

Mastery: If reduced below zero, the remaining points are
added to post-soak damage dice.

Throat-Slitting Shadow Atemi
Core, p. 443

For each extra success on a decisive attack roll convert
one die of raw damage to an automatic success. Normally

limited, unlimited in case of an Unexpected Attack. 
Terrestrial: Stricter limits apply.

Shadow-Stepping Motion
Core, p. 443

Supplement any move action taken in stealth, applying
double 9s and negating penalty for crossing wide-open

terrain. Empower attacks made directly after using
this Charm.

☑
☑

Ebon Shadow Style Info
Ebon Shadow Style is the the art of fighting from stealth,
vanishing into shadows or dashing behidn cover before 
moving out to kill.

Stylists fade in and out of combat, hiding when the tide
of battle turns against them.

Complementary Ability: Stealth is essential.

Weapons
• Fighting Chain
• Sai
• Tiger Claw
• Knife
• Unarmed

Armor
Incompatible with all
forms of armor.

Both Charms


